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 Don't Panic
ISIS, Terror and Today's Middle East
by  Gwynne Dyer

ISBN: 9780345815866
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-10-13
Pages: 240
Price: $22.00

It took a quarter-century of bad strategy, including more than a dozen years of Western air attacks and invasions in the Middle East, to bring the so-called
"Islamic State" into existence. Can we somehow manage to avoid the well-trodden path of overreacting to the provocations of Islamist extremists?
      With the rise of ISIS, a new style of terrorism that publicly gloats over acts of extreme cruelty has reawakened the fears of the global audience. But
in Don't Panic, Gwynne Dyer argues that the advent of "Islamic State" and its clones does not substantially raise the risk of major terrorist attacks in Western
countries. It does, however, pose a grave threat to the Arab countries of the Middle East.

      In Don't Panic, Dyer first explains why the Middle East has become the global capital of terrorism. He then examines how terrorist organisations in the
Arab world have evolved over time, with particular emphasis on the events of the past fifteen years and the current situation in Syria and Iraq. And in the end
Dyer departs from his long-standing position that foreign interventions always make matters worse to argue that a little military intervention of the right kind
may avert a genocide in Syria.

      "When my information changes, I alter my conclusions," said John Maynard Keynes. "What do you do, sir?"

 Finding Home in the Promised Land
A Personal History of Homelessness and Social Exile
by  Jane Harris

ISBN: 9781927922118
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: J. Gordon Shillingford Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-09-15
Pages: 268
Price: $22.95

Finding Home in the Promised Land is the fruit of Jane Harris's journey through the wilderness of social exile after a violent crime left her injured and
tumbling down the social ladder toward homelessness -for the second time in her life--in 2013. Her Scottish great-great grandmother Barbara`s portrait opens
the door into pre-Confederation Canada. Her own story lights our journey through 21st Century Canada. She asks why Canadians fell into accepting
diminished dreams, and ignoring the obvious--that trauma and poverty are inextricably linked, and it is social exiles who fall through the cracks. She asks
why Canada, a nation of exiles driven to create their own Promised Land came to accept first poor houses; then soup kitchens, food banks, shelters, and
silent suffering class of working poor? Why did charity, another word for love, become cold bureaucracy? She uncovers that sad truth, that the taxes and
charitable gifts the prosperous among us pay as tolls to avoid looking at the poor, fix nothing. Instead, they fund a poverty industry that keeps the
dispossessed in an exile thornier than any back bush squatter's camp. But she also uncovers a path out of the bureaucratic wilderness that could eliminate
social exile in Canada.
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 Mass Disruption

Thirty Years on the Front Lines of a Media Revolution
by John Stackhouse

ISBN: 9780345815835
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-10-27
Pages: 336
Price: $32.00

Drawing on his thirty years in newspapers, the former editor-in-chief of The Globe and Mail examines the crisis of serious journalism in the digital era, and
searches for ways the invaluable tradition can thrive in a radically changed future.
     John Stackhouse entered the newspaper business in a golden age: 1980s circulations were huge and wealthy companies lined up for the privilege of
advertising in every city's best-read pages. Television and radio could never rival newspapers for hard news, analysis and opinion, and the papers' brand of
serious journalism was considered a crucial part of life in a democratic country. Then came the Internet...
     After decades as a Globe journalist, foreign bureau chief and then editor of its Report on Business (not to mention former Scarborough delivery boy), he
assumed one of the biggest jobs in Canadian journalism: The Globe and Mail's editor-in-chief. Beginning in 2009, he faced the unthinkable: the possible end
of not just Canada's "national" newspaper, but the steep and steady financial decline of newspapers everywhere. A non-stop torrent of free digital content
stole advertisers and devalued advertising space so quickly that newspapers struggled to finance the serious journalism that distinguished them in a world of
Buzzfeed, Huffington Post, Yahoo and innumerable bloggers and citizen journalists. Meanwhile, ambitious online media aspired to the credibility of
newspapers. The solution was clear, if the path to arriving at it was less so: the new school needed to meet the old school, and the future lay in undiscovered
ground between them.
     Having led the Globe during this period of sudden and radical change, Stackhouse continues to champion the vital role of great reporting and analysis.
Filled with stories from his three decades in the business, Mass Disruption tracks decisions good and bad, examines how some of the world's major
newspapers--the Guardian, New York Ti ...

 Our Turn
by  Kirstine Stewart

ISBN: 9780345814630
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Random Vintage Canada
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Pages: 224
Price: $29.95

What comes after you "lean in?" In Our Turn, Kirstine Stewart, Twitter's VP of North American media partnerships--and recently named to Canadian
Business's Power 50 of 2016 list because she "helps women discover their leadership potential"--draws on her own extensive experience to answer that
question in smart and practical ways.

Canada's own Kirstine Stewart has joined the ranks of other stand-out new technology leaders such as Sheryl Sandberg and Marissa Mayer, but she has come
to that position by a very different route. She got her first job when she applied for a position as a "girl Friday" at a film distribution house. Having worked
her way up from the bottom--under women and men, leaders good and bad--she believes it's time we leaped past the question of how women might create
change in the working world and exploit the fact that profound change is already under way. The digital revolution, and the wave of millennials who are
entering the work force with very different expectations than the generations who preceded them, have created a new reality that demands a new style of
leader with attributes and perspectives that make women the natural front-runners.  The opportunity is there. The question Stewart tackles in Our Turn is how
do we seize it. Stewart's own track in the world has been exceptional, and littered with firsts, including being the first woman and the youngest person ever to
head the CBC. Not only does she illuminate the broad strokes of the way forward for women, and her own principles of leadership, she digs down into the
nitty-gritty of how she has managed to excel and to lead while staying true to who she  ...
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 Poor Housing

A Silent Crisis
by Josh (ed) Brandon

ISBN: 9781552667910
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Fernwood Publishing
Pub. Date: 2015-10-01
Pages: 216
Price: $23.95

Across Canada, there is a severe shortage of decent quality housing that is affordable to those with low incomes, and much of the housing that is available is
inadequate, even appalling. The poor condition of housing for those below the poverty line adds to the weight of the complex poverty they already endure,
which includes worsening health, adversely affected education and neighbourhoods that are more prone to crime and violence. Using Winnipeg, Manitoba,
as an example, Poor Housing examines the real-life circumstances of low-income people who are forced to live in these conditions. Contributing authors
examine some of the challenges faced by low-income people in poor housing, including difficulties with landlords who abuse their power, bedbugs, racism
and discrimination and a wide range of other social and psychological effects. Other selections consider the particular housing problems faced by Aboriginal
people and by newcomers to Winnipeg as well as the challenges faced by individuals living in rooming houses.
A central theme in the collection is that the private, for-profit housing market cannot meet the housing needs of low-income Canadians, and, therefore,
governments must intervene and provide subsidies. But all levels of government have shown a consistent unwillingness to invest in decent housing for low-
income people. The irony is that the social costs of poor housing and the complex poverty of which it is a part are almost certainly greater than the costs of
investing in subsidized social housing and related anti-poverty measures. 
Finally, the authors describe a number of creative and successful housing strategies for low-income people in Winnipeg, including Aboriginal housing co-
ops, a revitalized 1960s-style public housing complex and a highly creative repurposing of an inner-city church into supported social housing. In these
successful cases, communities and governments have worked cooperatively to good effect.

 What's Happened to Politics?
by Bob Rae

ISBN: 9781501103414
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2015-08-25
Pages: 176
Price: $24.99

From esteemed Canadian political leader Bob Rae comes a piercing examination of the fractured state of Canadian politics and what can be done to fix
it.Segmented electorates. Endless repetition of sound bites and vanity videos with little substance. Billions of dollars spent on lobbying. It's clear that
Canadian politics is in a bad state. Through increasingly low voter turnouts and a general lack of engagement in the political process, Canadians have shown
that they are dissatisfied and fed up with present-day politics. In What's Happened to Politics?, Canadians finally get an definitive account of the problems
plaguing their national politics. Touching on everything from polling to issues of social justice to the way in which political parties package their candidates,
Rae identifies the shortcomings of the current Canadian political framework, and what we, as citizens, can do to remedy that. With remarkable insight and
startling accuracy, Rae speaks as the voice of reason as he imagines a political forum where citizens are inspired to participate instead of feeling
disenfranchised. Filled with real-world examples and told from the point of view of an experienced statesman, What's Happened to Politics? is necessary
reading for every Canadian, regardless of their political affiliation. Erudite, engaged, and keenly attuned to the frustrations expressed by Canadians across the
political spectrum, Rae shows why he is the leading voice on Canadian politics.
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